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\?c would like to begin a discus—
on violence, that uses violence to
&ioji of vacuum * s attitudes toward
Maintain oppressive power struc~
revolutionary armed struyglo, 3?his.
.tures and institutions is macho and.
discussion is not seen as definitive has been dominated by men. The
by any means—«re v/ould like to start aale power structure uses sexual,
a dialoeue on the subject with
economic and ideological violence
other women so that we can develop
backed up by an army of police,
new theories, better .^strategics,
etote agents and large armies abroad
Poi* a long time within the
to jaaintain the status quo. fhey
women's movement there has existed
have created the monster of ameri&n analysis that "violence is
Ican imperialism.
macho" wjiich has often led to the
Jhe tactic of violence can be
conclusion that revolutionary armed
used with various motivations in a
struggle cannot be used as a tool
society based to such an extent on
of liberation because it is an
sexual exploitation. Men have used
inherent contradiction to the libeeexual violence against women as a
ration of womon.
jneans of control and asserting
It is true that a society based
dominance. The "hidden war" against.

paper is typical of this contradicdefensive actions against mule
tion. These women took the position
rapists are necessary. Kale power
tripe to a greater or lesser extent have been directed towards
v/oraen all oiir lives and we are
av/are of this oppression on a cut
level. Resistance to oppression
comes only when we experience this
oppression in our own lives and
when we make tho necessary connections between our own oppression
and that of other oppressed peoples. This understanding leads to
defining who the enemy is and crethat women who advocatefirntcdstrugates solidarity with comrades
gle essentially are taking an antifighting against the same enemy.
woman stance and should not be supThere is an inherent contradiction in ported.
women who hotly defend and support the
"...tho creation and porpetuaright of women to take up arms in de- tion of the image of fomminirts a si
fen.se against personal assault and
etreetfighters and terrorists is yot
condemn women who engage in arned
another media move; this one sadististruggle in defense against global as- cally aimed at undermining and dissault by the Amerikan ruling class.
crediting one of the most pr'imally
This ruling class consists of some : non—violent, life giving movements
of the most powerful and oppressive in the history of the world...we
wish at this time to actively withmen whose crimes include (directly
hold
support from all sisters who
or indirectly) the mass murder and.
advocate violence as an acceptable
rape of Vietnam, the murder of

Revolutionary armed struggle must be, Susan Saxe and the women's communiviewed in the context of a large,
ties of Lexington and New Kaven have
progressive mass based movement.
shown their strength and solidarity
There is much needed work that is
in defying FBI and grand jury intibeing done in above ground organmidation. Women's communities are
izing, but armed struggle is not a
coming under new attack by the
contradiction to that*—it is a necstate because of the very real
cesary part of any revolutionary
threat of v/omen's unity to the
movement that has a chance of sucpower structure and we must be
ceeding. The extent to which parts
ready to resist those attacks with
of the women's movement are advoa policy of total non-collaboration
cating non-violence corresponds to
with the state. We must not allow
the extent to which their v/hiteourselves to buy into male definijaiddlc class privilege allows them
tions of us as essentially passive
to do so. The reality of class war
and weak. In order to grow stronger,
in aracrika is here on a day-to-day
we must be open to giving ourselves
basis for millions of people in
and any sisters support and encourthis world v/ho do not have the
agement; to deal with our fears
"choice" of remaining aloof from it. (which are bound to arise in fightWe must not rush into militant actions ing theroofstpowerful country that
exists) in a sensitive way, to proout of guilt or frustration. Many
claim our victories and to protect
of us v/ill-choose to do tho equally
important worlc of above ground organ— our security aboveground and underifting. lut to denounce other comground, EO that we have the caparades who, acting out of their own
bility and determination to move
oppression are beginning to engage
forward.
footnote
in armed struggle serves only to
I/ gj-exus, Nov., 1975
•weaken our movement.
P.O. Box 3119
Berkeley, CA. 94703

like ino who refuse to lead butchered half-lives. I am one among many
Yeomen locked down In the jails,
prisons and mental hospitals for
refusal to fit the snold of passive
femininity. All of \is mean to survive on our own terras, building a
revolutionary people's culture as
we fisht -the terror, genocide, rob'bery, decadence and despair of U.S.
imperialism.
Like many other sisters., I see
that women must provide leadership,
on all levels of struggle — legal
ana clandestine, armed and. unarmed,
peaceful and violent — all fitting
together as part of a coordinated
strategy for our total liberation
as women. Sexism is rooted is the

man) at each step along the way
from childhood to womanhood. I see
many attempts to neutralize my aggressive tendencies, define me in
terms of men, isolate lae from other.
women. In terms of work, I was always under-employed, under-paid and
expendable. I was brainwashed to
have aspirations toward, a monogamous marriage in which I would provide a lifetime of unpaid labor,
As a white woman I was supposed to
feel honored that I was given the
ultra-fern position of being more
fragile and therefore more respectable than my Third World ciotors.
From this position .I learned the
unnatural, repressive sexual ottitxideo that deprived Pie of the warmth
and honesty of human emotion shared
between friends and lovers alike.
As a revolutionary woman I have always been motivated by a senso of
my own experience, not because I
feel my own oppression, past or present, is more intense than that of
other sisters and brothers; but be-

messages of their own life and. in•terprete the so-called "privilege
of white skin" to wean that their
experience must be solely that of
oppressor rather than oppressed*
It is clear that the contradictions.
of soca.ety are the most viciously
blatant to those who are the raost
oppressed; however, no ono is im~
mirte. If we can have the courage
•fco look beyond the consumer flea
mar}cet, beyond the network of phoney privilege tand false divisions,
beyond the corrupt brainwashing of
the media and our educational system; then we can begin to understand, the true set of circumstances
we find, ourselves in where a ruling
elite attempts to use the rest of
us as pawns in their international
pov/er game,
" ' . . . As women we fight, for a society
where Jill wo«ien can be proud of
their- otrength and independence;
where women's recognition is not
based on a charade of appearing

constant threat of rape and involuntary sterilization; where love,
unity and cooperation among women
has the opportunity to develop andgrow to its highest potential;
where vrojaen and raen are not forced
into confirming stereotypes based
on sex that weaken and divide them
one from the other; where all people can lead meaningful lives, engage in productive work and have
adequate food, clothing, housing,
medical care and education; where
the joy we can give to each other
is not destroyed by the cruel desparatiort of competing for survival
crumbs.
. : • .
I see that these aspirations
will remain futile hopes and dreams
unless pur goal becomes the revolutionary overthrow of this fascist

ground to develop the guerrilla
front because I see armed propaganda an nn essential complement to
wa.ES..prgaiji&inp, in building for revolution. At this time the guerrilla front heightens contradiction's as in the Hearst kidnapping
where the wealth of the enemy rul. ing class was seen in sharp contrast to the hunger of poor people.
A further objective of tho guerrilla front is to heighten the tactical level of oti*uggle whenever it
becomes clear in our communities
that peaceful methods will not meet
our needs, as when the BLA attacked
the occupying army of police in the
Black community. The long range
goal of the guerrilla front is to
build the well-trained nucleus of
the future people's army. I see
the strategy of arraed struggle as
the means by which we insure our
victory over U.S. imperialism. The
leadership of women on all levels
of this struggle is the means by.
which women insure that our interesta are fully represented and
fought for at each step along the
way.

fighting spirit of Marilyn Buck, Susan Saxe, Assata Shakur, lolita Lebron, Safiya Bukhari and many other
strong sisters who are defined as a
threat to society because they
would accept nothing short of- their
own freedom and self-determination.
But to the beast's dismay, the
beautiful reflection of these dragons is magnified a thousand times
on the streets through the work of
many more struggling people who.'ie
love and rago will culminate in tho
death of tho old order and the

birth of the now. Until that day,
there can be no peace without freedom.
There is much more 1 would like
to cay but mostly I would, like to
hear from y'all.
Love and Rage,
Your sister in Struggle,
Emily

Puerto Rico.
8)»nca C»n«rf«j in a march eommwnotating th» 1950 N»tionali« uprising.
LEBROH

Puerto Rican Nationalist Lolita
Lebron has been imprisoned longer than
any women political prisoner in the
Western hemisphere.
lolita Lebron, along with Irvin
KLores, Rafael Cancel Miranda and Andre
Figueroa Cordero have been held in federal Jails for more than 20 years for
their attack in 1954 on the U.S. House
of Representatives.
On March 1 of that year, in an attempt to bring international attention
to the US control of Puerto Rico, Loli»
ta lebron and her three eompaneros stood
up in the House visitors' gallery, and
crying "freedom for Puerto Rico," began
firing down at the House floor.
Sentenced to 16 to 50 years for assault with a deadly, weapon, Lolita Lebron has spent most of her imprisonment
in the federal women's penitentiary at;
Alderson, West Virginia.
Several years ago, Lolita Lebron
turned down an offer of parole rather
than accept as a condition that she
abandon the struggle for Puerto Biean

independence. She also made it clear
that, she will never accept a release
unless freedom is simultaneously granted her three male companions.
BLANCA CANA1ES

On. October 30,1950 a handful of
Nationalists took over the town of Jayuya as others battled police in sir
other towns, By the time police and
the National. Guard put down the revolt
five days later, 21 persons were dead—
14 of them nationalists.
Leader of the Nationalist insurrection la Jayuya, where the revolutionaries
seized control of the police station and
burned down the post office, was Blanca
Canales. For her part in the uprising,
Blanca Canales served seventeen years
in federal and Commonwealth prisons before being pardoned by Governor Roberto
Sanchez Villela in 1967.
Hearly 70 years old now, Blanca
Canales remains committed to the independence cause.
-Puerto Rico Libre I
August 15, 1975 vol.iii Ko. 1

I have made it clear to them
that if I am called as a
<,
witness in any government pro- i
ceading, 1 will refuse to test- •
ify. The government has agreed
that I will not be held in
contempt for this refusal. In
return, 1 have agreed to enter
a guilty plea and receive a
ten year and a two year sentence. The length of the sentences is a direct result of my
refusal to talk.
Today I am in effect pleading guilty in federal court to
charges stetsming frosa a period
five years ago whan 1 believed,
us I still do, >.hat armed
struggle against, tha .Amerlkan
State was a valid and necessary
escalation of the politics of
the '60s, I understood at the
time that the Amerikan Govern- '
ment was the most dangerous,
powerful, organized, violent
opponent of people's liberation
around the world. I also felt
at that time that the liberation
of women, to which I was already
deeply and personally committed,
could best be achieved by our
full participation in and leadership of what I then perceived
as a .worldwide humanistic
economic and cultural revolution
led by the Third World and aimed
against the Yankee Empire.
Over the course of- the last
five years, four and a half of
which have been lived underground in Amerika, I, like many
other women who came to politics
through socialistic, anti-racist,

and attti"imperialist causes,
have changed, have grown, have
emerged a feminist. Like these
thousands of other sisters, I
am no longer content to be just
one strong woman fighting for
a revolution which, though it
is just and necessary, does not
speak to ay own highest aspirations, my own most personal
and immediate needs. Over the
past five years, then, I have
emerged a feminist, a lesbian,
a woman-identified woman. This
was not a "conversion," but a
development, a natural process
that followed my previous commitment as day follows night.
There have been many women
throughout herstory who have
taken great risks, pxit great
faith and energy into movements
that spoke to OUT liberation as
workers, as poor people, as
members of every oppressed race
and class, as everything but

I am only one of many women
who have, come through .these
changes in the past several
years. Unlike many others,
though, a few of us have been
brought up sharply, face to
face with our past and had to
confront, our former selves, for
better or for worse In the public eye and under ra.ther dramatic and serious circumstances.
At the .same time and around the
same issues, a deep and significant split has developed "in the
womenv s movement, On the one
hand are women who like Jane
Alpert feel that -the Ainerikan.
system can peacefully accommodate their feminist demands.
and that women as women have
no obligation to support or
protect any peoples' struggle
that is not explicitly feminist
in ideology or even separatist
in. practice. These women feel
that it is permissible, even
desirable, to collaborate with
the state in the name of feminism, and that, it is in the
interest of feminist revolution
to dissociate itself from any
forces or individuals which
are identified as enemies of
the state on the assumption
that it is we. who bring down
state repression on a movement
that otherwise could comfortably exist within the belly of
the beast.
On the other hand, are we
women whose growth into feminism
has made us even more determined
not to give in, not to acconmiodate ourselves to Amerika, not
to collaborate against sisters

make roe regret the theft of
classified documents that, exposed the U.S. government's
treachery against the people,
including U.S. Army 0 Plan G—
Operation Geronimo Bravo—
contingency plans for counterinsurgency operations against
the civilian, population of the
Boston area in the event of
martial law. My feminism
doesn't make me regret the .
destruction of a single National
Guard Armory; it only makes me
wish to see every last vestige
of patriarchal militarism
permanently blotted from the
face of the earth.

our organizations, our friends
and lovers, our private lives.
The enemy cannot isolate and
terrorize us, cannot walk among
us with impunity,
We have shown those few
desperate, self-serving, terrified
women who have urged us to collaborate, to rush to preserve ourselves as individuals, to dissociate ourselves from anyone
who poses a real threat to the
state, we have shown these
frightened women that there is an
alternative. When we place tEe
blame for repression squarely on
the enemy, not on his targets,

made on the condition that I
will never testify against
Kathy Power or give any information as to her whereabouts,
or any information concerning
anyone I have known or known
about in the past five years.
And the ten year and two year
sentences are based on the
government's understanding that
I will give them nothing, ever,
not in tan years, not in a
hundred years.
Ky feminism does not drive
me into the arms of the state,
but even further from it.

"People must understand that
being & revolutionary does not
necessitate GO ing underground and
blowing things up although that is
one important v.-ay, and that going
underground docs not imply political or cultural death. True, we
live with a certain amount of fear
(who doesn't?) and have to be careful about being busted, but we see
•this as 3'uat another aspect of our
revolutionary duty—to prove to

t.he people that it is possible to
live underground in Anerika—to
prove that we can not only evade
the pigs, but have a good time
doing it,,.
"Being underground and having
been involved in armed struggle
have given us a new perspective on
the movement as a whole. We no
longer find it possible to talk
about levels of struggle, There
are no levels in a revolution, only

On Wednesday, October 22, the
Coalition Against Psychiatric
Assault held & demonstration at the
San Francisco Federal Building,
Ihese were its points of unity:
1. Y/e support Ks. Hearst's right
to speak or not speak her own
mind and to choose her ovm
attorney.
2. V/e support her right to refuse
psychological tests, and
psychiatric examinations and
"treatments."
3. We oppose the acceptance of
psychiatric opinions in court
as "expert testimony."
4. We oppose the frequent linking
of "mental illness" and "revolutionary activity."

.

changed. We cannot make a value judgment about peoples' oppression—which is more important, or Far-reaching, or pervasive or painfuL I; is the wrong question.
We cannot liberate ourselves in some vacuum of our
own self-conception. The great majority of women in She
world ate bov.ed down by the questions of survival for
themselves anct OK'II-oMSdren, sclf-detetnt'tnaticn m their
daily lives. The liberation of women cannot be realized
white the United States empire remains She main consumer of the world's food, resources and energy. That is
why our movement will have to take on the question of
state power.
Looking back from here ors the splii between the
feminist movement and <he New Left, it has been a loitg
road to try to integrate the feminism we have come to
»ith the anti-imperialist politics cm which our underground was founded. Our understanding of the world
and our own lives, is in a continuous process of change—
we. have to invite and nurture one another's changing. As
one wofnsn wrote to another;
.,, f Jrrl like it's so important to undfrslantl tfial jn<.l
because MT wre utfluenrrd in many wan h? men. it
would be wrong to say f/ial no ttidn't understand anything for ouneffrf. \ve have to fnui ourselves more than
that. Ourstrtiggleforfrectfotn stretch?* way ahead of us.
and of>pr?$sion cvtiiitta&Hy hat ?o be fought: o/spnpssf'oM
and liberation »vi7/ coexist in our lives.
And also, that wfttit n-p and so many other u-om^H
did to tryaad end the suffering oft lie Vietnamese people
is very much part of the hemraiy of the women's movement: sontrtimfi it's rtainfii! to hear that not inciudeif as
part of heritor): because, after all, it \\-oi made by u-omen. And more. . . if see/ns to me that the women's,
mot-eiuenl lias if be about many things that Komett do:
There is no issue fhcrf is »ot a woman's issue, for we are
about ordering a nw utcieiy. There is na irtju'sticc shaf
should «o< be tekm on by women for we are about
humanity....

We deidoped a vision of women as; fjg>ittn., pushed
by the existence of a separate women's rawcracnt to
define a revolutionary woman, nol juM a "revolutionary." and we looked for women to emulate out of our
past, and from other countries. The women of Vietnam
were our model. We hat! met with them. Pham Thi
Quyen, Tu. Thanh Tra. heard their batik storiei. and
saw them gaining freedom in the process offhcir people's
war for independence. What was most important to us
was that they were able to take part in prolonged military
batik, and endure git:at hardships. We had s, singleminded conception of a woman guerrilla as fighler only.
'7 think it has to be difficult far people to be violent,
to go to war.. . hour can vet say «•(? ami 'l afraid? What
Jo our Hers mean to as. and t/ie lives of others? We lor?
life! But you've go4 lo be violent and go to V.-OF if it's
necessary. Bat what you can't lose in that kind of situation is your frniitivity."
—HaydeeSantamarig
Cuban revolutionary woman
Although our purely military conception of women
revolutionaries was too narrow, we bcliete that armed
struggle is an -essential dimension m a movement whkh is
facing a crue! and murderous government. When the
New Morning statement appeared in December 5970 it
was misunderstood as a repudiation—especially on the
part of the women in the Weather underground—-of

of the hand. When 1 wan arrested all I felt was a little sad.

as we build the underground.

were
HEALTH
EDUCATION & WELFARE
AN ENEMY OF WOMEN
SAN FRANCISCO
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH EDUCATION & WELFARE IS
an enemy of women.

This action isfor all women who:
—wait in fines for too few food stamps and brave
Food distribution lines because our families have to_eat:
—worry through degrading forms and humiliating rule and regulations:
—are kept out of paying jobs because there are
no child care programs;
—struggle to raise our children white we're
called "pigs at,the trough" and "lary parasites'.' by reactionary male politicians:
—send our children to schools where illiteracy is
taught;
—fight to get health care in emergency rooms and
county hospitals where our bodies are used for experiments and as practice for doctors;
"—go mad. go crazy, locked up in prisons and
• mental institutions;
—live in projects:
—are patronized, cast away and ignored because
we are old;.
—resist!!

MARCH 6, 1974
And especially for Minnie and Mary Alice Ro*
blackwomcnchitdren, from Montgomery, Alabama, ste
Biiied by HEW at the ages of 14 and 12.
HEW is the Nixon program of counten'nsurgen
against us. It shares many things in common with M
type programs in Vietnam and Latin America. HE
keeps us below subsistence—not enough food, not heat
care but hcalth-care-delivcry-systems. not decent jo
but endless cycles of dependency and anguish.
HEW directly affects the lives of millions of worn;
• and their families. HEW decides who eats how muc,
HEW is the modern faceless tyrant: it is the overseer, t!
boss, the landlord, the judge., the official rapist. HE'
blames women for poverty and then penalizes them. It is
degrading, violent and aggressive system of control m
women.
We attack the Department of Health Education ar
Welfare for International Women's Day, March 8, •
solidarity with the rising resistance of women.
WOMEN'S BRIGAS
WEATHER UNDERGROUf

each week because they are hungry. Overwhelmingly, they
are women who are responsible for feeding their families.
Their determination and their empty shopping bags signify how real the crisis is. The revolutionary demands of the
Synibionese Liberation Army have illuminated the enormous dtmensons of •poverty and need
Women are not to blame for the fact that 45% of all
city families headed by women live in poverty. By government definition, that means they are improperly nourished, tn the last year, food costs alone have risen 20%.
One-third of the world's people go Jo bed hungry at night.
The fat cats are getting fatter.
Food is not a privilege. Food k money to Them.
Food is life to us.
Sterilization is violentf. Last year, HEW' financed
between 500.000 and 200.000 sterilizations through
medicaid and special family planning clinics. At the
same time. US agencies in the Third World have made
sterilization and forced birth control programs a requirement for receiving foreign aid money. This is all part of a
ruling-class plan to prevent the births of more Black,
Brown, Yellow. Red and poor babies.
- The same men who are responsible for US policy in
Vietnam and Africa say that over-population creates
social unrest and revolution. People are not the problem.
Injustice creates revolution. So does the vast inequity of
social wealth—the existence of a tiny class of rich men and
the great mass of poor people. So does the lack of power
over our lives and the future of our children.
Women want decent birth control. Women want the
choice to control our own reproduction. Instead, Third
World women are used as guinea-pigs for testing and
experimenting. Instead, we all get coils and pills and
sterilizations under threat of losing our few crumbs of
welfare. Instead our bodies are made barren because of
official medical neglect. This kind of coercion, for economic and racist reasons, constitutes forced sterilization.
It is a direct form of genocide against the future, through
the bodies of women,
Women and HEW. The size and power of HEW is
a measure of the amount of poverty and exploitation in
America, not of government generosity. HEW has 250
separate programs and a budget of S80 billion a year. It is

The brunt of HEW policies falls mainly on women.
Of the !S million j?eop1e on welfare, two-thirds are the
women and children of AFDC. Being on welfare is like
having a sexist tyrant for an old man You can't divorce
him. but he can cut you off: you give up contto! of your
bodies and most of your dignity as a condition of aid; he
controls your money and your privacy. !f yya arc Black or
poor er old or 2 « omau-headcd household, you are directly affected Siy HEW programs.
In certain ways. HEW is to poor women tike the Ei A
{Bureau of Indian Affairs) is to all Native American
people. !t claims to be the giver of life's necessities. But
under the guise of providing social services, it functions to
control and contain us. after they've ripped usoff. It serves
as a safety valve against crisi. and revolt.

In spile of this situation, women persevere antriumph, struggle and unite, revolt and learn to fight. CK
hidden hetstory includes great struggles for bread. >••
schools, for healing, for poses —against exploitation, rpression and dr»min;>iion. agasrisi racism.
We need to remove our struggles from the privai
sphere where they are fought as individual batt!es. sr
make them collective— as She ta«ki of our sex. our cissoar people. International sisterhood. The roots of ou
oppression are connected. We have common etwnuc;
They include specific institutions like HEW. which at
fundamentally antagonistic to the emancipation of th
masses of women.
Women's liberation is a mailer of survival. We net
food, decent medics! cart, good schools, and communittun day care. For this, we need revolution.
n ago Unlay, ovrenmnidcs Diana Ougliiot
Ted Cold and Tom Rabbin* tiirtltigliiwg for tkesc sain
uruggiet. They arf a constant inspiration.

-
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every black killed by police, national guard, mobs and armies.
Live in us: give us your strength, give us your counsel,
give us your rage and your will to come at last into the light.
I fear the trial, 1 fear the struggle, it parches and withers me.
I fear the violence into whose teeth we march.
I long for the outcome with every cheated celL
We shall all waken finally to being human.
I was trained to be numb, I was born to be numbered and pegged,
I was bred and conditioned to passivity, like a milk cow.
Waking is the sharpest pain I have ever known.
Every barrier that goes down takes part of my flesh
leaving me bloody. How can I live wide open?
Why must I think of you and you before I take a bite?
Why must I look to my sister before I scratch my itch?
Before, i shuffled and giggled and kept my eyes down,
tucking my shoulders in so I would not rub the walla
of the rut, the place, the role.
Now anger blisters me.
My pride rumbles, sputtering lava.
Every day is dangerous and glad.
"Why do you choose to be noisy, to fight, to make trouble?"
you ask me, not understanding I have been born raw and new.
I can be killed with ease, 1 can be cut right down,
but I cannot crawl back in the cavern
where I lay with my neck bowed.
I have grown. I am not by myself.
1 am too many.

jKi,
3?o our sisters asd brothers}
lo •oA**%2 »d* Matt

.

.>o&*nl »'••*-

1-he £ oil owing paper contains ibe prelialssry i«&ess of a toucb

longer theoretical statement concerning our position on women and
armed struggle,

We planned to continue writing the statement in

aa ongoing maansr over a period of time, bat the arrests of September t8 have made this process Impossible to carry on at this
time.

Still, we believe it is important that this paper receive

BS wide a circulation as possible in an effort to coabat the attempts of the pig media to de-politicize the SLA and. portray the
Koaen involved as enspty headed, gun-carressing automatons.
j*»« la s»-Jaxs I*lto*I»o 6»iioa»Though we aiay not be able to devote our collective energies to
further writings concerning women and armed struggle, we know
each individual sister will continue to contribute to the struggle
"sad development around this important question.
We believe feedback on this paper, especially from feminist
crgsalsatlotts and other woaen involved in the armed struggle, is
absolutely essential for both the aboveground and underground to
move forward.
DEATH TO T&£ JPASCIST IMSSOT THAT PSSYS OPOH 2!H1 LIFE OP THE PSOJ1E
Sisters of the S7*bloaese Liberation

The liberation of women and revolution are inextricably intertwined. Without a free society, women cannot hope to attain personal or collective freedom. Since the freedom of women as a
group is not always a foremost focus in early revolutionary periods,
women have and must continue to coae together to collectively analyze our particular conditions and plan our strategies. Our battle
against sexism, the total necessity of our fight for liberation,
Is predicated on our strngth and leadership In revolution. Our
oppression is not only political but cultural as well. We have a
difficult, twofold struggle. Sot only must we build a new society
that offers viable alternatives for all people, we must destroy a
deeply entrenched cultural system of sexism that relegates each woman, no matter what race or class she is from, to a secondary, dependent position.
Women have recently, since the decade of the sixties, discovered that we have a long-suppressed history of female organizers,
artists, authors, and soldiers. She origins of our movement date
back over 120 years to the pre-01Til War Abolitionist campaigns.
During the past tan years, we have vigorously carried on our fighting tradition*

Women have continually organized in countless com-

munities for daysare centers, widespread birth control, for equltabl«
. '.•

»

welfare benefits, an end to forced sterilization, and humane abortion

honest emotionally with ourselves than our brothers. We can teach
the® that we all must admit our mistakes and recognize our weaknesses,
la so doing, ws will more quietly overcome problems and forge a faster
path to revolution.
The women of the Symbloness Liberation Aray are revolutionary feminists.

We believe we must fight for economic and political changes

that offer justice and fair opportunities for all people. We are
working to eliminate the worldwide system of U.S. imperialism with all
its inherent forss of oppression and its white, male, ruling class
.perpetrators. We consider all levels of the struggle important.

Ther«

is wuch work to be done on a community, national, and international
basis.
As women, we have our own. particular oppression to eliminate.
Sexisra is all-pervasive in our society.

We believe true liberation

can never be a reality for women, unless we participate .fully in every
aspect of the revolutionary struggle and make our demands known to all
people. We are willing to work -with all people who have sincere, progressive attitudes and goals. ¥e see our liberation intimately tied
in with all other liberation struggles.

We understand and agree with

the premise that women, as with any oppressed group, must develop their
analyses and strategies apart from and without the interruption of
their ouoressors. Whil« «« n«Ari to organize separately, we must con-

o£ wosen Is not secondary to anyone else's freedom. We will never accept a tokealstlo position In any organization or party platform.
Women must participate In the armed struggle and be fighters*
Fighting armed la not "macho,"

Fighting for revolution with, gun in

hand is aot ^ust a man's game. Arased struggle is an important and totally necessary element of our revolutionary strategy. Armed propaganda
Is our main focus now. It is an effective weapon that should be utilised to the fullest extent. Ours Is a country of media-conscious
people. As revolutionaries, we caa use the media to our advantage to
educate the people by exposing, through armed actions,, the deoadant,
bloodthirsty, imperialistic nature of the ruling class and its government.

Armed actions also help prepare people for the day when revolu-

tionary masses will be armed to fight a people's war. They remind us
that we must be ready to defend ourselves from any type of attack and
mount offensives to win. "Women In armed struggle are rousing examples
of strength to other sisters and brothers. Women guerrillas strike
feay into the hearts of the oppressors and bring 5oy to the faces of
their comrades. Every woman freedom fighter sill not be a guerrilla.
We will struggle on all levels.

But all feminist rerolutionaries must

support armed struggle and their sister soldiers because we fight to
free ourselves.

I-OVE-POWER-STRUGGLE
Sisters of the Syiabionese Liberation Arcny

necessity, and they have also struggled to do so jjn every conceivable
way, including through the use of
arms. We feel that, telling the
truth about, their lives can be an
important source of strength and.
understadning for us all. \Ve begin
to realise what women have always
done, instead of accepting the very
odd but almost universal, idea that
women have never been a force in
history and that t,be'y -have never
been soldiers and fighters. We are
sharing and building upon a tradition of determined., humane, and mi.—
lit ant women which is as old as humankind. The more v/e unearth, this
history, the more we discover the
world-splitting potentials within
oxtrselvea which it, is the function
of reactionary sexist mythology to
deny to us.
. The examples we are citing here
are meant only to provide a brief
introduction to one facet of herstorjt
We are choosing a few instances in
which, women's resistance to oppression has taken militant forms because it is a particularly suppressed

forms our resistance lias taken, from
demonstrations and strikes to underground railroads to women's organizations to the snail, day-to-day battles for dignity and sustenance that
women have always fought.
Records of women that date back
before the last few hundred years
are particularly fuzzy, "but there is
evidence that there have been women
soldiers in wars of resistance
throughout history. There are indications that Celtic; women organized
their own armies, and fought bravely against the Roman invaders, and
that Joan of Arc was a real women
whose charismatic leadership posed
a threat which led to her torture
and death.
Women have played important
roles in two French revolutionary
movements. In the Revolution of
1789, women started bread riots in
protest against inflated prices, and
•took part; in the storming of the
Bastille, During the Paris Commune
of 1871, a period during which a revolutionary government was created
for a brief time in. the city of

Andre Leo were two of. the Commune's
mo sir, active and veil—known, defenders.
The women of Vietnam have fought
against Invaders throughout the nations long, and arduous history of
resistance , Women led two of the
five major insurrections against
the Chinese who occupied Vietnam
for a thousand years. The Trung sisters, who reportedly led an array of
80,000 against the Chinese, nro remembered as important heroines even
today. In more recent times, there
v.'ere all-women guerrilla units who
fought against the French oppressors
in the 1940 'D and 50' s, and it is
estimated that around one million
Vietnamese women participated in
anti-French activities, including
operating anti-aircraft guns. Iheir
consciousness has always been that
there are no civilians in a people's
war. Women also participated in the
war against the United States as
everything from generals to soldiers to members of local village
militias to setters of jungle booby
traps, and they have always continued to fight for their rights within

how women militantly forced the
opening of shops whose owners had
hoarded goods. Women took part in
mill strikes in 1645 and 1848 during
one of which they broke open a textile mill, seized it, and stopped,
the looms. Female leadership was
01.80 evident in the famous Lawrence
milll strike where women took the
initiative in discouraging scabs,

ported John Erown's Harper's Ferry
raid and was only prevented from
participating in it because of illness. In the Civil War she acted as
a Union scout.
Early 20th Century suffragists
sometimes had to combat the violence
of anti-suffrage men, and at timeo,
women turned to militant action to
defend their claim to fulls citizenhood. In this countr.y, women suffrage marchers occasionally could only
complete their marches with help from
the U.S. Cavalry, and women were frequently arrested and maltreated. Jn
England, Eiiuaeline Pankhurst's Women's
Social and Political Union threw
stones, smashed windows, heckled
members of Parliament, attacked government officials with whips or bare
hands, and if arrested, initiated
hunger strikes in prison. Many women were force-fed brutally, or became so ill that they had to be released. "There is something that
governments care for more than human life," said PanJkhurst,"and that
is the security of property, and so

property it is not done in order "to
convert people to women suffrage at
all. It ia a practical political,
means, the only means we consider
open to votelcss persons to bring
about a political situation, which
can only be solved by giving women
the vote,.." These wore extraordinarily courageous words for a woman
to speak in 1913, and they are typical of the courage of. women from
Joan, of Arc. to lolita iebron who
overcame both internal: and external,
forces of repression in order to
fight wholeheartedly for the physical
and spiritual survival of themselves,
their sisters, and their people.

The modern revolutionary movement must
become unlivable for masculinity and
femininity. It must judge individuals on
their life.

credit j

•xiarfJ-

(Woman's) development, her freedom, her
independence, must come from and through herself.
Firsl, by asserting herself as a personality, and not as a
sex commodity. Second, by refusing the right lo
anyone over her body; by refusing to bear children,
unless she wants them; by refusing to be a servant to
God, the State, society, the husband, the family, efc.,
by making her life simpler, but deeper and richer. That
is, by trying to learn the meaning and substance of life
in all its complexities, by freeing herself from the fear
of public opinion and public condemnation;
- ... .
Emma Goldman (1869-1940)

Sitting back vtatching and : listening to the War cry for Freedom, I. must
comment on some actions of the past. Understanding the basic principles
of War, we cannot afford to put the enemy on guard. Actions that can
cause the eneray. to implement more security should be thought out carefully for faults that can result. Such, as the action of "bombing a prison wall;, and tower, these are not actions that, should be dedicated, as
Solidarity. Moves shouldn't be made on concentration Karupa unless it's
for liberation of comrades, othervd.se actions an itself just causes the
swine to implement more security. Hiring more swines, old alarm systems
are remodeled, -they can demand, greater wages and benefits under the risk
plan, and also this increases the enemy chances of survival with larger
bones to wag in front of their mad dog foot soldiers, while comrades
inside hawe to reorganise the weals: points they -have foiuid in the swine
security and start from scratch to learn their new system. This can be
avoided if the ac-tion was liberation and not Solidarity,
ls I am saying is this; the enemy, is no fool, and when the flea bites
him, he wilOi try his upmost to never let that happen again. We al3L love
Comradeship, and .Solidarity but vie desire Freedom more. As Sun Tzu said—
the best battles won are those that are not fought.
So let's riot, put the swines on guard and create a battle that we can
1 Salute You I
Dessaline
B.L.A.
P.S. Hope to meet you in the jpellow madness

On the morning of October 27, ai 2 an;, nine explosions went off
in three separate cities, The Fueraas Ancadar. de X<iberacion Nacional
Puertorri<iuena(FAL!!) claimed credit for the bombings. In a noteworthy
display of guerrilla coordination, the state department in Washington,
the First National City bank, the Chase Manhattan bank in riidtovm Kan™
liattan, the National \Yestninster bank and the first Rational City bank,
in the Wall. Street area of New York, Soars Tower, the Continental
bank, and Karina City, a high-rent high-rise complex in Chicago v/ere all
hit with pipe bombs. No injuries were reported. The action coincided
with the November Xrst international day of solidai.^ity with Puerto Rico.
On that day there v.-ere demonstrations across Puerto Rico, across the
United States of IJorth America, and across the world. Those events
proclaimed to all. the right of the Puerto Rican people to self-determination and an end to U.S. colonialism. She call went out for the
release of Oscar Collaco, lolita Lebron, Rafael Miranda, Andres Figueroa Cordero, Irving Plores, the Puerto Rican nationalist prisoners
who are the longest held POWs in the uls.« These twin demands were
also made by the FAI.N.

private men-only lunch club, killing four executives but also wounding
•workers. This bombing was done in retaliation for the murders of Luis
Chavormier and Eddie Ramos, two young workers killed on January 11,
1975 at a rally in 1,'ayaquez, Puerto Rico. A bomb went off that day
40 rainutoD before a public rally celebrating the birth of Bugenio Maria
de Hostes and the 16th anniversary of the founding of the Pro-Independence movement (l.IPI). The evidence for this attack pointed to a
group of counter-revolutionary Cuban exiles, backed by CIA money and
equipment. The building up of right-wing terrorism on the island
coincided with the colonial government's drive to stop the growing
independence and worker's move-went. As in the 1950s when the independence movement was stopped, official agents of the US government,
notably the VIM, have aided in the surveillance, illegal searches,
and general repression of pro-independence forces.
Ao Puerto Rico in racked by a wave of strikes, the demand for independence, the drive for self-determination, the rebirth of a movement
decades old is intensifying. As concdtted .Anti-imperialists we understand
that the drive for Puerto Rican Independence is tied to oxir own revolutionary movement. As in Vietnam that movement needs international
solidarity, actions public and clandestine to achieve victory.

pendent Puerto Rico.
Ever since the tx-iumph of the
Cuban revolution, the US military
has tried to prevent the spread of
socialist revolution to other
countries. In order for US'
capitalism-imperialism to succeed,
a law and order atmosphere must "be
maintained. To do so, the US military (lackeys of corporate business)
has established, itself firmly in
Panama and Puerto Rico, training
and equiping the military and police
in every Latin American country
except Cuba, The US invasion of the
Dominican Republic in 1965 was
launched from Puerto Rico and many
US warships that were sent to
Vietnam trained there. Puerto Rico
is forced to live with the principal Military Airlift Command base
in Latin America, Barney Air Force
base, which i& capable of airlifting alKost every type o.f military
equipment, and large numbers of
troops. What does this coat the
US? They don;'t pay a cent for the
land, and in the case of one Puerto
Rico island (Vieques), the US mili-

tary controls 26,000 of the 35,000
acres that makes up the island. How
has the US contributed to the wellbeing of Puerto Rico? They have
made San Juan the Caribbean center
of corruption and. vulgarity that was
once pre-revolutionary Havanna, but
has long since been wiped out.
They have sterilized 35ji of all
Puerto Rican. women of reproductive
ago (15-45) as part of thoir genocidal policy. Poverty, luiewployment,
drug addiction, a future of welfare
and food handouts io the lot for

even compares to those conditions.
Puerto Rieans must face up early to
a life of no hope in this dog-eat—
dog order. Their "place" in this
society is clearly defined—at the
bottom along with Chicanoc, Blacks,
Native Americans, Third World people, all ex-convicts, any v/hite who
is poor enough and any people who
support these above people in the
struggle for total liberation.
¥/e call on all comrades to unite
against this dog-eat-dog order
where the only hope for oppressed
people is to live an imprisoned
life outside, or live an imprisoned
life inside one of their dungeons
because they were never given the
opportunity from birth to participate in this society. Unity in
struggle to sjnash these slave chains!
With a united front, we can and
will stop these buzards ?<ho have
picked our ancestors bones, are now
picking on ours, and are starting
in our childrensj J
Ihis imperialist octopus, sucking the life-blood from the people

call on all comrades to let their
voices be heard and their actions
felt on November 1, International
Day in Solidarity v/ith the Struggle
for an Independent Puerto Rico.
VIVA PUERTO HICO

Toward the liberation of Lolita
Le bron, Irving Plores, Andres
Corderio, Oscar Collaso, Hafael
Miranda, all political prisoners
and especially our freedom
fighters.
United, we'll drive these parasites
and their dog-eat-dog order from our
lives forever.
HASTA LA VICTORIA.'
Cabanas Unit, Peoples' Forces
New V/orld Liberation Iront
Please distribute to barrios,
ghettos, Native American koncentration kamps, welfare, foodstamp
and unemployment offices, high
schools and any places poor people
gather.

